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Introduction 

Education in South Africa is faced w:ith several challenges in an era of political and 

social transformation following the first democratic elections in 1994. A plethora of 

education policies has been developed in recent times with a view to changing 

education practices and equipping learners to take on the role of critical citizens in 

changing global and national environments. In line with international trends. 

assessment policies have been developed in South Africa mandating the implementation 

of more authentic practices. Many of the ideas regarding assessment theory and practice 

(including more authentic ones) have largely been framed within a Western paradigm 

that disregards the value that the notion of ubuntu can add in making the process of 

assessment sensitive to the needs of learners and teachers located within an African 

context. 

It is not our intention to argue that Western ways of assessment are inadequate unless 

informed by ubuntu principles, but rather that these principles that guide African ways 

of thinking can be invaluable in making the assessment process more accessible to 

people operating in an African context. This can enhance the process of rolling back the 

alienation that is so prevalent when learners and teachers are submerged in ways of 

thinking that have not developed within their context. 

In this essay we wish to explore points of resonance between OBE assessment as 

expounded by Spady (1994) and Killen (2004) and the African notion of ubuntu. We 

further want to argue that the transformation envisaged in South Africa will be best 

served where ubuntu principles support the process of assessment. In so doing we 

divide the essay into three sections. Firstly, we provide a historical background of 

South African education to highlight key influences on education prior to 1994. 

Secondly, we discuss education transformation in South Africa to illuminate some of 

the shifts and challenges the system is currently facing. Finally, we discuss the possible 
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relationship between assessment and ub1mtu, proposing assessment practices that give 

primacy ro humanness and adopl a more holistic view of learners instead of reducing 

their abilities to quantitative indices. 

Historical background 

With the colonial legacy so deeply entrenched in South African society, transforming 

educalion is one of lhc greatest challenges that education faces. It is with reference LO 

this challenge thaL Meerkon:er and Da Costa (1994: 24) correctly state tl1a1 transforming 

educalion bas no meaning if it merely denotes the redecoration of whaL is essentially 

Euro-American-cemred education. Furthermore, it also has no value if it is mot inspired 

by the belief that the past of all peoples is meaningful and that what is called modem 

civilization ioday is the combined product of lhe substantial cultural contributions made 

by all peoples in the universal past, including the people of Africa. 

With the deliberate silencing of the voices of the majority of the South African 

population through a process of cultural substitution in the quest for imperial control, an 

imegral part of the process of transformation would have to entail a process whereby 

bolh the epistemology and Lbe philosophy of those that were silenced before are neither 

ignored nor regarded as a casual footnote in the construction of tbe education 

curriculum of South Africa (Ramose, 2004: I). For this process to occur, it would be 

imperative 10 transform Euro-Amencan c.ufiural hegemony lhrough a process of 

Africanisation. For Meerkoner tmd Da Costa (1994: 25) the first step in this process 

entails a spatial perspective within which South Africa is phtced where it belongs both 

geographically and hiswrically - as an independem pan of Africa and not as a Euro

Arnerican neo-colonial appendage or cultural extension. 

This process does nol. however, imply a lolal rejection of everylhing Euro-American, 

but rather constitutes a call for South African ed!Ucation to make Africa the foci~ point 

from which all other cultures nre studied. For (all South) Africans this entails a 

regaining of their cultural and societal values in order 10 experience themselves as 

human beings with human dignity. ll is witrun this comexl Lhat ubuntu is currently 

actively revittllised as an obvious and polenl means lo escape their las.~ of iclenthy, to lei 
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!hem regain Lheir cultural and societal values, and to let them experience themselves a~ 

human beings with dignity (Venier, 2004: 152). 

·Education transformation in South Africa 

Globally, education systems arc currently undergoing change. According to Rambuda 

and Fraser (2004: I 0), one such change is the shift from a philosophy that focuses 

mainly on the transmission of information to an understanding chat suppons 1he 

constructivist paradigm of teaching and learning. Tn Souih Africa this shift is evidenced 

by an outcomes-based education (QBE) approach introduced after 1hc birth of lhc 

councry·s democracy on 27 April 1994. The intention of this new approach is to replace 

the existing. pedagogical style of rote learning with more learner-centred pedagogical 

approaches. Mason (1999: 137) argues chat QBE is al:sn intended to redress 1he legacy 

of apartheid by promoting the development of skills to prepare all learners for 

participation in the local democracy as well a~ in the increa~ingly competitive global 

economy. 

The introduction of an outcomes-based approach 10 education in South Africa brought 

aboul major change> 10 the traditional way in which teachers approached tbe process of 

teaching. Probably one of the most challenging of these changes has been addressing 

the shortcomings m lhe assessment process I.bat was in force prior to the introduction of 

an outcomes-based approach to education in South Africa, which is commonly referred 

to as Curriculum 2005. The most imponant of these shoncomings as identified in the 

national Education Act (Act No. 27 of 1996) were the complex rules and regulations for 

subject groupings and combinations. the lack of transparency and accountability. the 

inappropriate use of Lests and examinations and the absence of meaningful feedback and 

;uppon for learners who might have experienced learning difficulties. 

Addressing these shoncontlngs was placed very high on the agenda of the curriculum 

transformation process tha1 SUl.rted in the 1990s. The new curriculum was 10 be 

grounded theoretically wichin a social constructivist concepmal framework. Shepard 

(2000: 6) identified the following as the mos! important elements of this conceptual 

framework: 
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• In conuasl to pasl. mechanistic theories of knowledge acquisition, learning is 

now underslood as an acljve process of memal construction and sense making; 

• Existing knowledge strocwres and beliefs work to enable or impede new 

learning; 

• lmelligem lhought involves self-monitonng and awareness 11bo111 when and how 

Lo use skills; 

• Expertise develops in a field of study as a principled and coherent way of 

thinking and representing problems. notjusl as an accumulation of information: 

• Whal is taken inlo the mind is socially and culturally detennined; 

• Fixed, largely hcredilarian theories or inteUjgence have been replaced wilh a 

new underslllnding lhat cognitive abilitie> are developed through sociaUy 

supported interactions; 

• Development and learning are primarily social processes; 

• School learning should be authentic and connected lo lhe world outside of 

school to develop the ability to use knowledge in real-world settings: and 

• Classroom expectations and social norms should foster lhe development of 

important dispositions, such as sludenls' willingness to persist in trying lo solve 

difficull problems. 

Together with these elements came lhe slogan which is now quite familiar among Soulh 

African teachers, namely, 'All students can learn'. According Lo Shepard (2000: 7), this 

slogan is intended 10 refute past beliefs lhat only an elite group of sludems could master 

challenging subject matter. Implied in this is a commitment to ao equal opportunity for 

learners from diverse backgrounds and the provision of genuine opportunities for high

quaJily instruction and ways into academic curricu la thnt are consisLent wilh language 

and interaction patterns of home and community. 

The principl~s underpinning OBE clearly renecl the elemenL~ mentioned above; they 

include: 

• The purpose of assessment should always be explicir: 

• The criteria-referenced approach will be used; 

• Assessment must be authentic, continuous. multi-dimensional, varied and 

balanced; 
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• A>sessment is an on-going. integral pan of the learning process; 

• Jt must be accurate. objective, valid fair. manageable and time efficient: 

• Assessment takes many forols, gmher' inlornmlion from several contexts. and 

uses a variety of methods according lo whttl is being assessed and the needs of 

the learner$: 

• The melhod.• and 1cchniques used mu•t be appropriate 10 lhe knowle<lrc. •kiUs, 

or attitudes tn be assc~•cd as .,.ell as 10 the age and developmental level of me 
learner; 

• IL mu>I be lr<.:e of bias and sensitive tn gender. race, cultural background and 

abiltlics; 

• Assessment results must be communic111cd dcnrly, accurately, 1imenusly and 

meaningfully: 

• Progression 'hould be linked 10 the ill:ruevcment of the specific ou1come' and 

should nm be ng1dly lime boond; and 

• fa~dencc of progrc•s in achieving outcome~ shall be used 10 identify arem; 

where lcurncN need 'upport and remedial intervention (Government Gazette. 

1998: IO). 

This is. however, no guarantee lhat teacher. have made the mindsruft needed to muke 

what is cnp1urcd in the , 1ogan real. There are still serious shortcomings in Lhe 

1mplememnrion of the ubove principles. Malcolm. Long and Chamberlain (1999 38) 

lughhght this reality when I hey state: 'We have to tap into the different b<1ckgrounds of 

our learners us pun of working with their shared interests. Research is clcur ubout the 

imporuancc of lcnmer. · ex ;,ling knowledge. Their inputs LO learning urc us imp<.>rta/11 as 

oun.. Their knowledge, problem-solving strategic~. pcrsooalit:ies, purpo,cs und intcrc~ls 

guide their respono,e lo our teaching. We need to acknowledge and build from that 

truth.' 

They then refer lo Lhe way in which the above undcr.;taoding of teamer\ und learning 

uffects assessmenl: 

• We have 10 hnk our teaching and a.''essment to the backgrounds. cultures and 

interest'> of c;1ch individual: and 
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• We have to link to all individuals equally if we are not to discriminate in favour 

of some, against others. 

'Most of us do these Lhings poorly. Especially in whole-class teaching, we often plan 

with a view to the momentum of the lesson, not the needs of individuals. Drnwing from 

textbooks, we choose examples and extracts from Western cultures, middle-clas• 

experiences and professional careers rather than, for example, rural life, working-etas' 

or minority cultures. To keep our lessons moving we direct our questions to children 

whose experiences we think are likely to help, and/or those who can express their ideas 

well. Overall we fall shon on both the criteria above: we only link LO the backgrounds of 

some learners and we favour/value some life experiences over others' (Malcolm. Long 

& Chamberlain. 1999: 38). We have to link our teaching and assessment to 1:he 

backgrounds. cultures and interests of each individual Jeamer. 

The nature and effectiveness of the education system in South Africa depend on the 

functional co-operation of all itS different sectors and components. This does not only 

include Lhe management and implementation of curricula. of which assessment is a key 

component, bul also the way in which the aspirations and value systems of communities 

are iDLegraled into the geneml functioning of educational institutions. In order therefore 

10 explore, understand and explain assessment as part of the education system. it is 

import:mt to lake into account the value system which is normally associated with, if not 

based upon, 1.he different stakeholders' uaditional belief system. According to Ovens 

(2003: 67), tradition, culture and beliefs definil.ely influence the lhoughts and actions of 

people in the African comext greatly. This is al.so the case in South Africa The only 

difference is 1.bat o"er lime the value and belief systems of the majority of South 

Africans have been marginalised 1.0 the extenl that they never played a meaningful role 

in U1e way Uie education syslem functioned. 

The education debate in Soulh Africa, especial ly after 1994, is characterised by various 

approaches, ideas and viewpoints about what should be part of a uniquely Soulh African 

education system (Venter. 2004: 155). What have been, and are now being, 

implemented are 'Western' curricula, which do nm enjoy lhe acceptance of all South 

African peoples in terms of philosophy, approach a.nd methods. The fact that much of 

the educational transfom1ation is simply experienced as the implementaLion of 
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education system> emanating from Western developed countries has implications ror 

the accompanying changes in teaching, learning and asse&;ment practices. 

The current education system, and more specifically asse~sment theories and discourse, 

are based mostly on a Western perspective, explajning assessment from a We.~tern and 

First World perspective. This has a limiting effect for role players in gaining an 

understanding of the role and nature of a.5-~ssmem in South African educational 

institutions. Western theories, according to Ovens (2003: 68), are scientific, analytical 

and reductionistic, wherea.<, an African approach is ba.~ed upon subjective. direct 

e)(perience. Furthem1ore, Western theorie.~ serve to analyse, predict and control human 

behaviour, while the African approach strives towards intuition and integration. 

Understanding both these pe!rSpectives and ensuring that they become part of the 

educational frame of reference are crucial a.~ South Africans engage with assessmem 

issues. 

Jn the new political order in South Africa, which promise.~ a democracy with a 

government chosen by the pc-0ple for the people, the reality is that the voices of the 

masses that were silenced in 1hc past arc st ill silcnL Venter (2003: JSR) argue.~ that 

failure to appreciate the role of culture has led 10 poor performance in African countries, 

including South Africa. 'The search for educational identity in (South) Africa, therefore, 

requfrcs of all participanis in the discourse to seek conscnsu.~ and to avoid radicalism 

and feelings of cultural and historical superiority. All social, cuJturJ.I, language. ethnic. 

racial and religiou.~ groups in (South) Africa should be allowed to contribute to the 

national and educational identity in order for it 10 be shared and upheld by air (Viljoen 

& Van der WalL 2003: 14). This is the chal lenge facing educational uansformation in 

general and assessment in particular in Soulh Africa. The silenced voices should be 

acli vated and listened to again. ll is their values and ways of thinking lhat should be 

brought back into I.be South African cfucourse on education. A South African 

philosophy should be developed wilh lhe aim of coOlc)(Lualising and supponing what is 

happening in terms of curriculum implcmemalion and lnlilsfonnation. including 

assessment. 

The one aspect of education transformation that has not been dealt with thus far is the 

agency of teachers and depa.runental officials with regard to OBE implementation. It is 
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001 only !he in1cnded com.equences, bul even more importantly lhe unintended 

<.-on:.equenccs of lllcir actions, lhal will enhance or limit lhe possibility of es111blisbing 

goo<l and effccLivc n'"'"menl practice which is embedded in lhe value system and way 

of thinking of South Africanb. According to Mbigi (1997: 11), the prompc applicution 

ol ubunlu in ltun,itional udmin istrations could lead lo effective people alignmcat - one 

of lhe critical sltateg1c procc.-;.ses. The following is an adaptation of his work m terms of 

lhe business enterpri..e 10 the educational arena. The following are. in the ;pint of 

ubunlu. important requirements for ensuring effective teaching in 1hc tnm\itional 

period: 

• 
• 

• 

uplifting usscs>mcnl >kills through venical und horiJ:onlal niulti-skilling; 

shifting allitudei. lhrough holistic development education (cupaci ly bmltling) and 

through linkages tu national development strategies: 

shifting mind-sets by gut issues wluch impact in lhe classroom lllruugh as~-;.sment 

(education) litcrac} ns well as focusing un 1he MJCial clelem11nanti. of high 

performance: and 

• shifting human behaviour through best practices as many teachers Lail lo be efficient 

asse<;sors, not because of the complexily of knowledge required, bu1 hccuuse lhey all 

require a fundamental change ia human attitudes and human behaviour which is 

difficult 10 bring about. 

All lhese are important as Soulh African cducatioois1> lack a colloc1ive educational 

purpose due to too great a tolerance of diffcrcm viewpoints and actions which are 

embedded in Eurocentric value systems and curry wiLh them uai1s of 1he legacy of the 

apartheid era lllal work against nation building as it s1cives lo e1l•ure educ;itional 

excellence. 

The ideal would be for all South Africllll teacher.. to subscribe to 1hc pnnciplcs of 

11buntu. The ~ind of teacher needed in pos1-apartl1c1d education schools" dc.,cribed ns 

follows: 'Teachers at all levels arc key contnbutors to lhe trunsforoiaLiun ur education in 

South Africa. Teachers have a panicularly 1mponant role 10 play. The National 

Curriculum Statement envisions teachers who arc qualilic<l, competent, dcdiculed and 

caring and who will be able to fulfil the various rules outlined in 1!1c Norms and 

Standards for Educator.. of 2000· (Government Gw:ue. No. 20844). 1l1e-.c -..,e teachers 
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as mediators of learning, interpreters and designer; of Leaming Programmes and 

material!., leader.. udnun1'tr:nors :ind munugcr... scholars. researchc!h and lifelong 

learners, community member~. citizen~ und pu>Lors. a~sessors aod learning area/phase 

specialists. 

Assessment and Ubunlu 

It is clear that aflcr the firsl decade of far-rcachmg educational transfonnation and 

curriculum change in Suulh Africa asses'>mcnl i' one or lhe complex focus areas in the 

process. Reddy (2001: 12) de-~ribes U1is U> fol low>: 'Currently ia Soulh A l'rica, reform 

in a~sessment ha., been accompanjed by wid.:sprnnd poliucul imd sodul ch<mgcs, which 

have impacted on education, initially with the introduction of the interim i.yllabi after 

the 1994 election\ and more recently with the introduction of Curriculum 2005 and an 

outcomes-ba'oo appn'l.,d1 to education. .. . no prcviou' period can match up to the 

breadth and inten\it) of achvity on the as"'!""ncnt front that ii. being experienced 

presently.' 

Curriculum 2005 (C2005}, which was >uppo,ed to ~ervc as a v~b.icli.: lo drive OBE in 

South African school,, has been revised four ume' ,;nee 1ti. iruuul implementation in 

1995. Assessment proved to be one of the fu ndamental problem ~ in uttcmpts to 

1mplemem C2005. mainly because teacher> were unable to a;sess effccll\cly. that is, in 

a manner that reflects OBE practice at their 'chool' (Coetzer, 2001: 7&). 

Assessment is far LOO ol'tcn seen as a separate emity Lo leaching and learning. Joffe (in 

Tuylor, 1993: 230) ~laLCs that assessment is an integr.11 part of the educution proui-~ and 

i5 strongly bound up with curriculum. lt is not only central to teaching and learning. but 

it is an integ1ul oc~.,,,,.ty for the optimal funcuomng of the whole education system. It 

might therefore be cruciw to redefine assessment as a tcaehing and learning tool and not 

"' an interruption 111 the cducauoaal process used 10 determine whether a l~amer passes 

or fails. To ruUil this 101<:. infonnation is needed to inform both teaching t1nd learning. 

Tanner and Jones (2003: 2} capture the nature of assessmeat as the ca rnlyst in the 

educational proc<:>l> by ;luting that: •Assessment is about infonnation. J\,;sessment is 

about communicauon Assessment 1s about lenrning and tcaehing. · 11lc effective use or 

the as&essmem mfonnation is important if the instructional leader in the <chool, subject, 
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learning area or class context wishes to create a climare conducive to effective 

curriculum development. 

Jones and Bray, as cited by Reddy (2004: 33). view assessment as an ull-embracing 

term. which covers any of the sirnations in which some aspects of i1 Jew:ner's education 

is, in some sense. measured, whether this m~asurement is by a teacher, an examiner or 

indeed the learner him- or herself. Assessment captures much more than 1he narrow 

meaning of assessing the learners' ability in order 10 1111ake a clinical judgmem about il 

to declare failure or success. Heron { 1981) develops Lhe concept further by calling 

assessment the process or 'redislribution of power' when it becomes uot just something 

that is 'done to' lean1ers, but also 'done with' learners. The question that comes to 

mind is: as teachers work with learners. what values and ways of thinking of South 

African society cau be called upon 10 be U1e frame of reference and ethos behind what 

they do and how they do it in terms of assessment in en$uring a better education for all 

Soulh Africans? 

BatUe ( 1996: 99) presents the concept ub1111t11 as a concept that originates from the 

Xhosa expression: Umunlu ngumwtlu ngabanye Bamu. 'Not an easily translatable 

Xhosa concept, generally, this proverbial expression means that each individual's 

humanity is ideally expressed in relationship with others and, in turn. individuality is 

truly expressed. Or a person de1lends on other persons to be a person.' Ub1111t11 then. is 

to be aware of one's own being, but also of one's duties towards one's neighbour. 

According to Venter (2004: 156), ub1111tu is a concrete manifestation of the 

interconnectedness of human beings - it is the emboclimcnl of (South) African culwre 

and life style. The whole education process centres around ubu11t11 as a philosophy or sec 

of ethical principles that captures the belief system of most (South) Africans. according 

to which people take responsibility for other people buc also accept the authority and 

guidance of those who have reached a higher level of knowledge and understanding in 

order co progress. 

This captures to a large extent the context in which a5sessmenc takes place. The word 

'assessment' is derived from the Latin verb assidere which means ' to sit beside'. It 

indicates a much deeper involvement of a teacher in the development and progress or 

the learner which includes guidance, recognition of U1e learner's context (physicul, 
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emotional, intellectual. cultural, economic). reflection on one's 0"'11 pr.ictke und 

continued 'upport as helshe walks besides the learner on the road to uchicvtng the 

expected outcomes. Teachers. in the nature of their profession. are in u opccial 

relatiom.hip with their learners and the community they serve. This implies, however, 

more than ju~t being connected to other people because of the job they do. II 1s about 

the commitment of the teachers 'to sit beside' the learner and m tlmt wny ul'-0 'to sll 

bel>ide' the communitylsociety. The sincerity and level of commnment cxprei..<.e' the 

md1vidual teacher's humanity in relationship to all tho5e he/>he >erves. AL-cording to 

Letseka (in Venter, 2004: 156). this humanness (bolho in Sotho anc.l 11b11n111 111 Nguni), 

which refers to communally a.x:cpted and desirable ethical (e<lucut1onal) \lune.lard>, is 

acquired hy a teacher throughout his/her life. This emphasises the pivotul role that 

education plays in conscience forming (Mk11bcla & Lut11uli, 1997: 4) and the 

\lructuration (Giddens. 1984: 25) of the values anc.l W3}> of thinking embedded in 

ubuntu. 

Assessment in the context of the South Alncun outcomes-based ed11c;i1ton system 

addresses development and growth through the uchicvcment of outcome' (Kol1.e, 2004: 

48). These outcomes can be classified in two group,: 

a) The critical outcomes - which were dcri vcc.l from the Con.,titulion - indicate the 

critical but generic competencies which the whole education sy,lem "'1oulc.l worl. 

towards in all learners. The critical outcome!> address a number of the tra1L' and 

values embedded tn 11b1m111 hke group '°lu.lanly, conformity, compa."ion, respect, 

human dignity and collective unity (Mb1~1 & Maree, 1995: 5); and 

b) The learning outcomes ;,pccify the particu l11r •ubjectllearning area comretencies that 

the learner must demonstrate at the approprunc level(s). 

Accordmg to K.ilk-n (2004: 67). the le:r to working sua;essfully in the outcome•-based 

education system l~ lo S}'>tematicalJy and con'i'tently apply the fundamcmal principle> 

espoused by Spady (1994): 

• clarity of focus: asking of teachers to dctcrmme the specific knowledge and 

understanding, skills, attitudes and values that learners >hould guin a; they 

engage with the curriculum: 
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• designing down: requiring teachers to derive short-term outcomes from U1e 

significant long-term outcomes mentioned above and that they employ leaching 

strategics that are compatible with these outcome.< and that assessment strategies 

are aligned with these outcomes; 

• high expectations: that high standards are set for all learners. that teachers will 

teach in ways that will ensure tbut these standards are achieved. and that the 

assessment strategies enable learners to demonstrate high levels of achievement: 

and 

• expanded opportunities: requiring teachers to give learners more than one 

routine chance to learn and that learners have multiple opportunities to 

demonstrate their learning. 

The Consti tution. from which both the critical and learning outcomes are derived, 

'expresses tbe nation's social values and it~ expectations of the roles, rights and 

responsibilities of citi1.ens in a democratic South Africa. The Bill of Rights places pre

eminent value on equal.ity. human dignity. life. and freedom and security of persons. 

The aew curricula for schools seek to embody these values in the knowledge and skills 

they develop. They encourage amongst alJ learners an awareness and understanding of 

the rich diversity of cultures, beliefs ancl world views within which the unity of South 

Africa is manifested' (RSA, 2003: 8). 

These two sets of outcomes fonn the curricu lum framework. Assessmem links teaching 

and learning as it, on Lhe one hand, provides evidence of the learners' progress in terms 

of the specified outcomes, bul also, on the mher hand, gives the teacher information 

about Lhe appropriateness of the teaching stmtegies used. The outcomes also form the 

basis of recording learner achievement and reporting to parents and all other 

stakeholders. Furthermore, by assessing in terms of the outcomes mentioned, not only 

knowledge, understanding and skills are developed, but also the principles of 11/nmt11 

become part of the education (values and thinking) of learners. 

The dominance of swnmative assessment (assessmem of learning) in South African 

schools. especially in terms of the matriculation examination, poses a major problem. 

Teachers need to be convinced of the inherent benefits of formative assessment 
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(as=smeot for !~ming) used not on ly to suppon learners in learning about the learning 

area/subjecl, but also 10 support teachers in becomiog more effec1ive in 1heir reaching. 

The continuous m<>nitoring and assessmem of differen1 aspec1s or learning, 1hrough 

various authentic means in a range of con1ex1S, •hould therefore be a priority. Since the 

goal of formative assessment is to gain an underslllnding of what sludems know (nod do 

not know), and what they can do (and cannot do) in order 10 make responsive changes 

in teaching and learning. techniques such as reacher observation, questioning and 

classroom discussion have an important place alongside U1e analysis of tests and 

homework (Boslon. 2002: 2). 

The nature and purpo:scs of assessmenl should not be approached in a lechnic isL way. 

Assessment. as I.he key to focused developmeot and growth of the learner, demands an 

involved relationship. lt is not on1y about making a judgerneot. but rnther about being 

with the learner every step of the way and being prepared to recognise learning 

difficulties in a rcspcccful and dignified way itnd through genuine sharing (lf acquired 

knowledge and skills guiding the learner with compassion to the achievemenl of Lhe 

intended outcomes. The core vidues of ubwrtu. as described by Broodryk (2002: 32). 

provide a supportive basis or frame of reference fro01 which both teacher and learner 

can engage in the assessment process. 

The first two values, humanness (warmth, 1ole rnncc, unders1anding, peace, humanity) 

and caring (empathy. sympathy, helpfulness, and friendliness), cap1ure lhe spuit m 

which assessment should be conducted. Teaching learners with the hope that they wi ll 

learn has never been an easy iask. Humanness towards and caring unconrul.ionally for 

the learner constitute the foundmioo for effective teaching and learning. Learners 

experience assessment as positive only when l.tley are sure that Ule teacher who guides 

lhe leamiog process is a humane and roring person who is folly aware of their rears and 

lhe stumbling blocks. 

Assessment derounds discipline nm only from the learner, but also from the teacher, as 

ii involves lhe core value of respect (dignity, obedience, order). Accepting the dignity 

and integri1y of a ll parties involved, it stands lo reason that lhe assessment process 

should be rransparenl II requires of both the assessor and lhe assessee to be clear about 

what is assessed and whal is expected of the learner in order to demonstrate 
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achievement. If we accept that all learners have the ability to learn, but lhat they learn 

at different paces. then it is important tha1 the process of preparing the learner is 

characterised by inclusiveness and respectful adherence to guidance by the learner. 

Teachers who have respect for themselves and their learners wiU use assessmen1 

information 10 enhance the quality of both teaching and learning. This requires of 

teachers to constantly reflect on their own practice in order 10 ensure rhm they use the 

most effective reaching and support srrategies for all their learners. 

The lust two, i.e. sharing (giving unconditionally, redistribution) and compassion (love, 

cohesion, informality, forgiving. sponrnneity), are seen in the African worldview as the 

chamcteristics of !he ideal person. These are quali1ies that all teachers should have and 

are necessary co ensure quality 1eachi ng und learning through assessmem. Posse:.~ing 

these characteristics reflects the social commitmem of a teacher to share with others 

what he/she has gained !hrough lhe efforts of olhers. Crucial in the process of 

assessment is the shuring of information, not only with parents or other stakeholders. 

but particularly wilh U1e learner. Research in schools hns identified feedback (and 

feedforward, which is informing learners of the neXL steps LO be taken in learning) as the 

variable that has the greatest impact on sludcnts' achievement - more than any other 

aspect of reacher behaviour, or curriculum design (Gibbs, 2003: 126). Feedback, given 

as part of formative as . ..essmem, helps learners m become aware of any gaps between 

their desired outcome and their current knowledge, understanding or skiU, and guides 

lhem through actions necessary to obtain Lhe oulcome. While feedback general! y 

originales from a teacher, learners can also play an impo11ant role in fonnative 

assessment through self-assessment (Boston, 2002: 2). 

IL is clear from the arguments above that ubuntu as a philosophy or set or ethical 

principles provide.~ an effective fr.une of reference in leaching, learning and assessment 

for both teacher and learner. 

Conclusion 

There is a lot of evidence pointing lo more challenges, not only with regard to the 

implementation of the outcomes-based education curricula in South Africa, but also to 

resistance from teachers and parents to changes in education, especially a< far a< 
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assessment is concerned Educationist>. are nwure or the problems and infu"' world 

trends like authentic a.~scssmenL 11Dd the no1mn' or assessment for teaming and 

assessment of learning. llowever, lhe luucr iLrc quite difficult 10 implement and lo 

sustain in South Af'ricun ccJucmion in;,LiltHums. A•,es>menl, being an in1cgral 1Jar1 of 

ecJucation. can in no wuy be cJislocaled from the 1cJCJJ' about education tmnsformation a.~ 

aniculared and should be rdo:vunt to and funcllonul in thh proceS> a~ "'ell. 

Wilhelm Crous. in hi> fon:worcJ to Lo•emore \1big1's Ubuntu. The 4/rin.m Dream m 

Management. captures this problem and its JlO"ibl.i solullon so aplly when he notes that 

'Worse still, there seems LU be an inability to n:ally unlock the la1en1 ro1emial of our 

human resource.;. It i> 111 y belief th al we focu• muth 100 much on Ew'OCentric 

(educational) munugcmcltl philosophies and prin~iples. There ha.~ lo be a greater 

understanding and upprcc1a11on of our African cultuml heritage - and 1he transfer of that 

knowledge to the wort.place· (Mbigi, 1997 ix) 

Al>sessmenl, us <111 1111..:grul part of leaching and learning in South African educational 

insututions, c11ll;, for u ;.ensilivity Lo lhe local conte.xt, although it$ fundamental 

principles und tenets arc universal. IL is clear from ll1e argument~ in this essay that 

recognising the 'chamclcri\lics' of ubuntu a\ the voice, values and thinking of the 

majority oJ Sou1h Afnc:ms "iU in itself only contnbule in a minor way towards 

enhancing educauon (tcochmg and learning through a."es.~ment). h is in the integration 

of the values und thinking embedded in uh1111tu into the difficult process of education 

mm;,formation and 111 u\ing assessment 10 ensure quality education that its value lies -

1101 o nly for the lcurncr and ll1e teacher, but a lso for the education bureaucracy and 

South African socMy us" whole. 
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